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If x is a virtual (generalized) character of a finite group G, with n = x( 1) and L = 
{x( g)l g E G, g # 1). then IGl divides fL(n), where fL(x) is the manic polynomial of 
least degree having L as its set of roots. (This generalises a result of the second 
author for permutation characters.) We say that the pair (C, x) is L-sharp if 
IGl = fL(n). We characterise the L-sharp pairs for various sets L, sometimes under 
additional hypotheses, and give a number of examples. ‘(-1 988 Academx Press. Inc. 
1. CHARACTER VALUES AND SHARP PAIRS 
Given a finite set L of complex numbers, we let fL denote the manic 
polynomial of least degree whose set of roots is L: thus fL(x) = 
n,E L (x - I). The following result was proved by Blichfeldt [ 11; we give a 
different proof, following an argument for permutation characters by 
Kiyota [S], in order to extract some additional information. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let G he a finite group and x a virtual character of G. Set 
n=x(l) and L= (x(g)lgEG, g# l}. Then ICI dividesf,(n). 
Proof: We associate with each element g of G a pair (A,, A*) of 
matrices, so that 
x(g) = trace(A r) - trace(A,). 
* Dedicated to Professor Nagayoshi Iwahori on his 60th birthday. 
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Clearly fL(n) is an algebraic integer; indeed, each element of L is a Z- 
linear combination of mth roots of unity, where m = IGl. Any Galois 
automorphism of Q(w) over Q (where o = e2niim) has the form 8,: o H gk, 
(k, m) = 1; since B,(trace(A,)) = trace(,4;), i= 1,2, L is fixed setwise by ok, 
and sofL(n) is fixed by Gal(Q(w)/Q). Thusf,(n) is a rational number, and 
hence an integer. 
The function cp: g H fL(x( g)) is a linear combination of characters of G 
with algebraic integer coefficients. Since cp(g) = 0 for all non-identity 
elements g, cp is an algebraic integer multiple, d say, of the regular charac- 
ter pc of G. Thenf,(n)=cp(l)=dlGl, so dEQ, and dEZ as required. 
Of course, if n E L, then fJn) = 0 and the result is trivial; we always 
assume that x is faithful. We say that the pair (G, x) is L-sharp if 
1 GI = fL(n), where L and n are as in Theorem 1.1. This follows the ter- 
minology for permutation groups, where a rich theory of sharp groups has 
been developed (see [7, 31). Many examples are known. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 shows that the L-sharpness of (G, x) is 
equivalent to the condition fL(x) = pc. 
Adding a multiple of the principal character 1 G to x adds the same quan- 
tity to n and to each element of L, and so does not affect the sharpness of 
(G, x). Accordingly, we say that (G, x) is normalized if (x, l,), =O. 
Our purpose is to investigate L-sharp pairs for various sets L. We begin 
with the simplest case: 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let (G, x) be { 1}-sharp and normalised, then I = - 1, 
and x=pG -l,, where pG is the regular character of G. 
ProoJ We have x - I.1 o = pG.; taking inner products with 1 G and using 
(x, l,), = 0 gives I= - 1. 
In contrast to Proposition 1.2, it appears that, if IL/ > 2, then (x, x)~ is 
bounded by a function of L alone. We can prove this in some cases: 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let (G, x) be L-sharp and normalised, ulhere L E R. 
(i) rf IL1 =2, say L= {I,, 12}, then 
(x3 XL = 1 - 111,. 
(ii) If JLI > 2 and max(L), min(L) E E, then 
(x, & < -max(L).min(L). 
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Proqf (i) We have 
PG = (x - I1 Nx - 4) 
= x2 - (I, + I,)x + I, I,. 
Taking inner product with 1 G‘, we have 
(x, x)c = (2, l,), = 1 - l,b. 
(ii) Let L= (I ,,..., r,,}, with I, < ... <I,, and let 
ui=I{gEGIX(g)=~i)I 
for i= 1, . . . . s. Then 
1 a; = ICI - 1, 
1 l,a, = -n, 
c lfuj = ICI (x, x)~ - n2. 
so 
The left-hand side is negative. By assumption, 
IGI = n (n - li) > (n - I, )(n - I,), 
so (x7 X)G + [,I, d 0. 
COROLLARY 1.4. With the heypotheses of Proposition 1.4, 
(i) ifILl =2 then min(L)<OQmax(L); 
(ii) if IL1 > 2 and min(L), max(L) E Z then min(L) < 0 < max(L). 
Conjecture 1.5. If (G, x) is L-sharp with IL1 > 2, then (x, x)~ is uniquely 
determined by L. 
We next give a technique for constructing new sharp pairs from old ones. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let p be a monk integer polynomial of degree m, and 
L a finite subset of C such that each element of p(L) is the image under f of 
exactly m elements of L. Zf (G, ,y) is L-sharp, then (G, p(x)) is p(L)-sharp. 
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Proof For each k E p(L), we have 
P(X)-k= fl (x-0, 
~(0 = k 
since the two sides are manic polynomials of the same degree with the 
same roots. Hence 
kEJL) (P(X) -k) = n (x -0 
/EL 
Now let (G, x) be L-sharp. Clearly (G, p(x)) has type p(L); substituting 
x=n in the above identity shows that it is sharp. 
COROLLARY 1.7. If (G, x) is { - 1, 0, 1, 2}-sharp, then (G, x2-x - 1) is 
{ - 1, 1 }-sharp. 
We conclude this section with an important example of an L-sharp pair. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. For any m, let G be the cyclic group of order m, and x 
a faithful linear character of G. Then (G, x) is sharp. 
Proof. L is the set of mth roots of 1, excluding 1. Then fL(x) = 
1 + x + x2 + . . . + x”~ ‘; so fL(x) = 1 G + x + x2 + . . . + x”~ ‘, which is the 
regular character of G. 
Remark 1.9. It is easily checked that the result of Proposition 1.8 is 
equivalent to the well-known identity 
m-1 
n 2 sin(rck/m) = m, 
k=l 
of which we will make use later. 
For the remainder of this paper, whenever (G, x) is sharp, we assume 
that x is a character of G and that (G, x) is normalised. 
2. THE CASE WHEN L = { 0, I) 
For the next two sections and part of the fourth, we examine the 
situation where (G, x) is L-sharp with IL/ = 2. The following result provides 
some further motivation. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let x be a faithful irreducible character of G, and L = 
{x( g)( g # 1 }. Suppose that IL1 = 2. Then (G, x) is L-sharp. 
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Proof. If x( 1) = 1, the result follows from Proposition 1.3. So suppose 
that x(l)> 2. By a theorem of Burnside [2, p. 3191, OE L; say L= (0, I}. 
We set A = {gEGIX(g)=f} and a= IAl. 
From (x, 1 G)G = 0, we have n + al= 0. From (x, x)~ = 1, we have 
n* + al* = IGI. Eliminating a from these equations yields IGI = n(n - I). 
The next theorem gives an alternative description of such groups. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let x be a faithful character of the finite group G. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) (G, x) is (0, I}-sharp; 
(ii) G has an elementary abelian normal subgroup N such that I\r\{ 1) 
is a single conjugacy class and, for all g E G\N and all x E N, g is conjugate 
to gx; 
(iii) x is irreducible and vanishes on all non-trivial conjugacy classes 
except one. 
Proof: Assume (i). We have IGI = n(n - I), and 
X=-h=Pc;, (1) 
where pG is the regular character. By Proposition 1.3, 1 is irreducmte. 
Let 8 be any other irreducible character of G. Taking inner products of 
(1) with 8 we obtain 
(XT b)G = et 11, 
so x has multiplicity 0( 1) in e(x), whence 0x = f3( 1)x, by comparing 
degrees. 
Set N* = {X E GIx(x) = 1}. For any x EN* we have 
e(x)f=e(i)l, 
so x E Ker(B). Thus N* is a single conjugacy class of G (proving (iii)). Set 
N = { 1 } u N*. We claim that 
N= n {Ker(B)leEIrr(G), ezxj. 
The inclusion “E” is obvious. So suppose that y E Ker(B) for all 0 #x, but 
y 4 N. Then, for all x E N*, x 4 y; but 
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a contradiction, proving the equality. 
Thus N is a normal subgroup of G. It is an elementary abelian p-group, 
since N\ { 1 } is a conjugacy class in G. 
Now Irr( G) = Irr( G/N) u {x}, so for all x E N, g E G\N, g and gx have 
the same values for all irreducible characters of G, and so are conjugate. 
This proves (ii). 
Next, assume (ii). Then G has one more conjugacy class than G/N, so G 
has a unique irreducible character x with N < Ker(X). Since N is the 
unique minimal normal subgroup of G, 1 is faithful. Since x is orthogonal 
to any virtual character of G/N vanishing on the identity, x vanishes on 
G\N, and (iii) holds. 
Finally, (iii) implies (i) by Proposition 2.1. 
Groups G having a character satisfying condition (iii) of Theorem 2.2 
have been extensively studied by Gagola [6]. He determined the possible 
structure of G/O,(G), where p is the prime divisor of INI, but gave 
examples to show that o,(G) can be arbitrarily complicated. W give two 
further observations on this case, referring the reader to Gagola’s paper for 
further discussion. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let (G, x) be (0, - 1 )-sharp. Then G is a 2-transitive 
Frobenius group, and x = 7c - 1 G, where 71 is the permutation character of the 
Frobenius representation. 
Proof: We have IGI = n(n + 1). From Theorem 2.2 we know that G has 
a normal elementary abelian subgroup N such that N’,{ 1 } is a conjugacy 
class of G and Irr(G) = Irr(G/N) u {x}. 
Let x be any element of I\r\{ 1). We have, by orthogonality, 
o= 2 e(l)e(x) 
HEh(G) 
= C 8(1)e(x)-n. 
fJ+x 
Hence &ElrrCG,NJ O( 1)’ = n, that is, [G/N1 = n, and so 1 Nl = n + 1. Again by 
orthogonality, 
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lC,(.u)l = c Q-x) e(x) 
HEh(G) 
= lG/Nl + 1 
= INI. 
Since N is abelian, N d C,(x), and so N = C,(x). Hence G is a Frobenius 
group with Frobenius kernel N, and the result follows. 
The converse of Proposition 2.3 is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let (G, x) he { 0, l)-sharp, where E# - 1. Then 
(i) -1 is a prime power; 
(ii) IGI is bounded by a function of 1; 
(iii ) if - I= p is prime, then G = P >a Z, ~ 1, where P is a non-abelian 
group of order p’. 
Proof: As before, we have IGI = r(r - 1 )m2, where m = - 1, r = I NI, and 
n = (r - 1)m. Let Q be any Sylow q-subgroup of G, where q is a prime 
different from p, the prime divisor of r. Then (Q, xle) ha type (O}, and so 
IQ1 divides n = (r - 1)m. It follows that IGl/n = rm is a power of p. 
Suppose that r 2 m2. We claim that C,(N) = N. Clearly C,(N) is a 
p-group. If gE C,(N)\N, then IC,(g)l is a multiple of p 1 NI, so 19?g ) divides 
(r - 1 )m’/p, where qK is the conjugacy class containing g. But the size of 
every conjugacy class outside N is a multiple of I NI = r. Thus m2/p > r, 
contrary to hypothesis. This proves the claim. Since O,(G/C,(N)) = 1, we 
have O,(G) = N. By Theorem 6.2 of Gagola [6], G is a sharply 2-transitive 
Frobenius group, contrary to assumption. 
We conclude that r < m2/p, and 
IGI 6 12(1”/~)(12/~ - 11, 
proving (ii ). 
If I= - p, then r = p and IGI = p’(p - 1). If P is a Sylow p-subgroup of 
G, then N < Z(P), so P = C,(N) 4 G; and G/P is isomorphic to a group of 
automorphisms of N, and so is cyclic. 
3. THE CASE WHEN L=(-1, 1) 
Suppose that (G, x) is sharp of type { - 1, l}. By Proposition 1.3(i), 
(x, x)~ = 2, and so x is the sum of two irreducible characters. 
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The known examples of such groups G are as follows, with n = x( 1): 
4 and Qs (n = 3); 
S, and SL(2,3) (n = 5); 
GL(2, 3) and the binary octahedral group (n = 7); 
S, and SL(2,5) (n = 11); 
PSL(2,7) (n = 13); 
‘46 (n = 19); 
the double cover A, of A, (n = 71); 
Ml, (n = 89). 
The examples S,, S,, A,, and M,, follow from Corollary 1.7: these 
groups are sharply 4-transitive permutation groups, and so 7~ - 1, is sharp 
of type { - 1, 0, 1, 2}, where x is the permutation character. Similarly, D,, 
S, (two characters), GL(2, 3), and PSL(2,7) arise as sharp permutation 
groups of type {0,2} ( see [7]). The other examples can easily be verified 
by inspection of character tables. 
The authors and T. Kataoka have succeeded in showing that this list is 
complete. The proof is quite long and uses new ideas, and will appear 
elsewhere [3]. 
4. THE CASE WHEN L IS A FAMILY OF ALGEBRAIC CONJUGATES 
We prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (G, x) be L-sharp, where (LI > 1 and L is a family of 
algbraic conjugates. Then G is cyclic of odd prime order, and x is either a 
linear character of G, or the sum of two complex conjugate linear characters. 
Proof We deal first with the case when IL1 = 2. Let L = {a, /?}. Clearly 
x takes the values u and p equally often (a times, say); so IGI = 2a + 1. Let 
a+j?=r, c@=s. From (1, I,), =0 we find 
n+ar=O 
or n= -ar. Now 
2a+ 1= ICI =(n-cr)(n-/?) 
=n’-rn+s 
= a2r2 + ar2 + s. 
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Also, (x, j”)c > 0, where (r is the Galois automorphism interchanging c( 
and b; this yields 
n2 + 2aaB 2 0, 
a2r2 + 2as > 0, 
s 2 - + ar2. 
Then a2r2+iar2<2a+1, whence ar2<2, giving r=l, a=1 or 2, ICI=3 
or 5. 
From now on we assume that IL/ > 3. 
Step 1. G is a p-group, for some prime p. 
Proof: Let g be an element of prime order p in G. Then x(g) is a sum of 
pth roots of unity; so L G Q(e2”i’P )\Q. If G contained also an element of 
different prime order q, then L E Q(e 2”i’y)\Q, which is impossible. So G is a 
p-group. 
In preparation for Step 2, we require some notation and lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.2. The function f(t) = (c/t)’ increases for t < c/e. 
Proof. Calculus. 
LEMMA 4.3. For p > 5 and t d p - 1, 
f(t- 1)(2pd/t)+f(t+ 1)(8pdp3(p- l)/t)<pd. 
Proof: Under the given hypotheses, 
4(p- l)(t+ 1)<p3, 
so 
+ (t+ 1)(8~~-~(p- l)/t)<pd/t, 
from which the result follows. 




8pd- 3( p - 1 )/t Q Xi < ‘PdIt 
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for i= 1, . . . . t, then 
n x, 2 mJd/t) (l/z)(r l)(8pd-3(p- l)/f)(l/2)(r+ 1). 
Proof It suffices to prove this with the condition on the sum replaced 
by 
xi 2 $ (t - 1 )(2pd/t) + 4 (t + 1)(8p”-‘(p- 1 )/t), 
since this is weaker, by Lemma 4.3; hence, it suffices to prove it when 
equality holds. For t odd, the given product is realised by choosing $ (t - 1) 
of the xi to be equal to 2pd/t, the remaining 4 (t + 1) equal to 
8pdp3(p- 1)/t. Moreover, any other family of values xi with the same sum 
must have at least two variables differing from their bounds; the product 
can be reduced by replacing these two by values with the same sum of 
which at least one attains a bound. 
For r even, the same argument shows that the minimum product is 
attained when all but one of the xi attain their bounds, the remaining one 
necessarily being the arithmetic mean of the two bounds; the 
arithmetic-geometric mean (AM-GM) inequality now gives the result. 
Notation. Let pd = [Cl and t = IL1 2 3. The elements of L occur equally 
often, each (pd - 1 )/t times, as values of x. Let --I be the sum of the 
elements of L. Then the orthogonality of x and 1, gives 
O=n+((pd-l))lt)(-r), 
so r = tn/(p” - 1). Note that this quantity is an integer. Also, the Galois 
group of Q(e2ni’P) over Q acts transitively on L, so t divides p - 1. 
LEMMA 4.5. (i) C Re(n - I) = rpd. 
(ii) Re(n-1)>r.8pdp3(p- l)/t,for all IEL. 
(iii) Re(n-1)<r.2pd/tfor all IEL. 
Proof (i) C(n-I)=tn+r=(pd-l)r+r=rp’l. 
(ii) Let g be an element of G of order p, and let c be the dimension 
of the fixed point space of g in the representation affording x. Then 
x(g)=c+ c 5, 
i= I 
where, here and subsequently, 5 is a primitive p th root of 1 which can vary 
between occurrences. Summing, we obtain 
(n-<)r 
-r=ct+ C 5. 
,=l 
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Thus CI:;“)’ < is rational, and so each primitive pth root of 1 occurs 
equally often ((n - c)t/(p - 1) times) in the sum, whose value is thus 
-(n-c)f/(p- 1). We have 
-r=ct-(n-c)t/(p- 1) 
= -(n-cp)t/(p- l), 
n - cp = r( p - 1 )/t, 
np - c’p = n( p - 1) + r( p - 1 )/t 
=r(p-l)/t.(#--l+l) 
= vd(p - 1 l/f, 
so 
n-c=rp d-l(p- 1)/t, 
For any t, we have 
Re( 1 - 5) 3 1 - cos(27c/p) 
= 2 sin2(n/p) 
> 8/P2, since sin 0 > 20111; 
so 
n --‘ 
Rdn-x(g))= c Ret1 -5) 
i= 1 
2(n--c)8/p2 
= r .8p”- 3( p - 1 )/t. 
(iii) For any 1~ L, IRe( d III dn, so 
Re(n - 1) d 2n = 2r(pd - 1 )/t < 2rpdlt. 
Step 2. G has order p. 
Proof: Suppose, for a contradiction, that da 2. Let x1, . . . . x, be the 
values of Re(n - 1)/r as I runs through L. Then the hypotheses of 




pd= IGI =n (n-f) 
> (2p7t)‘l/2”‘- 1 (8pd-3(p- l)/t)wN’+l) 
=P 
-3/* .2(p- I)‘/2 (@-3/T .4. (p- f)‘lZ/t)‘. 
Now, for d > 2, pd- 312. 4 . (p - 1) ‘I2 > (p - 1) e, so the right-hand side 
increases for t < p - 1 (Lemma 4.2) and is least when t = 3. Thus 
pd>p-3/2.2(p-1)1/2.p3d-9/2.43.(p-1)3/2/33 
= (128/27)p 3wyp _ I)2 
3dp4 
‘P 5 
since (p - 1)2 > (27/128)p2 for p 2 5. Thus d> 3d-4, giving d< 2, con- 
trary to assumption. 
Now we have JGJ = p. Putting s = (p - 1)/t, we have n = sr. The degree of 
a Q(L)-irreducible character of G is S, so x = x, + . . . + x,, where x1, . . . . xr 
are Q(L)-irreducible. 
LEMMA 4.6. Assume that r = 1 and let F= n Re(n - I). 
(i) Ifs= 1, then F=P~/~~~‘. 
(ii) If s=2, then F=p. 
(iii) If s>2, then F>p. 
ProoJ: For s = 2, we have 
(IPKP- 1) 
n Re(n - I) = n 2( 1 - cos(27ck/p)) 
k=l 
(WNP- 1) 
= n 4 sin2(nk/p) 
k=l 
p-1 
= n 2 sin(nk/p) 
k=l 
= P, by Remark 1.9. 
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For s = 1, we have 
P-1 
j-j Re(n - I) = n (1 - cos(27tk/p)) 
k=l 
p--l 
= n 2 sin*(nk/p) 
k=l 
3)*/p-1. 
Suppose that s 3 3. Then 




Fbs’ i fi Re(l-r) 
( 
l/S 
k=l j=l > 
=s’(p*/2P--I)l/s 
= (s/2)’ p21”. 
If F6p then (4.~)‘<p’-*‘~<p- 1 = st, so ((4 s)‘- ’ d 2t. For s B 3, t > 3, 
the only solutions are s = 3, t Q 8, or s = 4, t < 4; but these are all excluded 
by the stronger inequality (t s)’ < p’ ~ 2’s. 
Step 3. x is either a linear character or the sum of two complex con- 
jugate linear characters. 
Proof. Since the unique subgroup of order 2 of the Galois group of 
qe*ni/P) over Q is generated by complex conjugation, we are required to 
prove that, in the above notation, s < 2 and r = 1. We have 
P= I-l (n-0 
/EL 
2 n Re(n - I) 
/EL 
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where nk = xk( 1) and L = jXk(g) 1 g # 1 }. By AM-GM, 
,;, Re(n, -1k) 2 r ( fj Re(n, - ,,)“r, 
k=l 
so rile L Re(n - 1) > r’F, where F is as in Lemma 4.6. Thus 
p 2 r’F. 
Certainly, then, p 2 F, so s = 1 or 2, by Lemma 4.6. If s = 1 then F= p and 
p>r*p, giving r= 1. If s=2 then t=p-1 and F=P*/~~-‘, so p> 
(i r)pp ’ p*, again giving r = 1 and completing the proof. 
5. THE CASE WHEN L = { - 1, 0, 1 } 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that (G, x) is ( - 1, 0, 1 }-sharp. Then G is a 
sharply 3-transitive permutation group. 
(By the theorem of Zassenhaus [9], either G z PGL(2, n), or n is the 
square of an odd prime power and Gr PSL(2, n)(u), where CI is the 
product of diagonal and field automorphisms of order 2. 
Proof: By Proposition 1.3(ii), 1 is irreducible. But the argument used 
there gives more information. Let 
Ai= {gEGIx(g)=i) 
and ai = IAil for i= -l,O, 1. We have 
a-, +a,+a,=IGl-1 
and 
a-, +a, = IGI -n2, 
so a, =n2- 1. 
We use the fact that, if p is prime, then x(g”) = x(g)” (mod p), where p is 
a prime divisor of p. If, as here, all character values are integers, we have 
x(g”) =x(g) (mod P). 
Now lG1 =n(n* - 1). We claim that, if p and q are primes with 
p In, ql n* - 1, then G contains no element of order pq. For, if g were such 
an element, the congruence condition gives x(g”) = 0 and x(gp) E ( - 1, 1); 
but then there is no possible value of x(g) satisfying the congruences. 
Hence, if g is an element order p with p I n, then I C,( g)l divides n. Thus 
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lgg,l is a multiple of n* - 1, where %$ is the conjugacy class of g. But 
‘G, cA,. We conclude that IC,(g)l = n, and A, is a single conjugacy class. 
In particular, n is a power of p. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Then 
1 PI = n, and P has exponent p (since all p-elements lie in A,). 
We claim that P is abelian. This is clear if p = 2, so suppose that p is odd. 
By a theorem of Burnside [2, p. 1551, NJ P) acts transitively on Z(P)\{ 1) 
by conjugation; so IN,(P)1 is even. But involutions in N,(P) act lixed- 
point-freely on P; so P is abelian. 
Now P intersects any distinct conjugate in the identity, since C,(t) = P 
for all t E P\( 11. Thus IG: N,(P)1 3 n + 1. But, by the cited theorem of 
Burnside, lNG( P) > n(n - 1). Thus equality holds in both places; and G, 
acting on the set of conjugates of P, is sharply 3-transitive. 
6. THE CASE WHEN L= (-l,O, 1,2j 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that (G, x) is { - l,O, 1,2}-sharp. Then G is a 
sharply 4transitive permutation group (and so is isomorphic to Sq, S5, A,, 
or Ml, ). 
Proof: Let cp = x2 -x- 1. By Corollary 1.7, (G, cp) is { - 1, 1 )-sharp. 
We must show that cp is a character and that (G, cp) is normalized. 
By Proposition 1.3, we have (cp, (P)~ = 2. So, if cp is not a character, it is 
the difference of two irreducible characters. But x2 is the sum of its sym- 
metric and alternating parts, and the symmetric part contains the principal 
character; so this is impossible. 
If (G, cp) is not normalised, then cp = 1 G + $, where (G, $) is { -2,O}- 
sharp and normalized. But then G 2 D, or Q,, which is easily seen to be 
impossible. 
So we can quote the classification of sharp pairs of type { - 1, 1 > (see 
Section 3). We have Z(G) = 1 (since if g E Z(G), g # 1, thenX( g) = -x( 1 )), 
and G is not PSL(2,7) (since 13 is not of the form n* -n - 1). The result 
follows. 
Results 1.2, 2.3, 5.1, and 6.1 suggest the following: 
Conjecture 6.2. Suppose that (G, x) is { - 1, 0, 1, . . . . t - 2}-sharp. Then 
G is a sharply t-transitive permutation group. 
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7. SOME FURTHER CASES AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let (G, x) be L-sharp, where L is the set of all m th 
roots of unity, excluding 1 (m 2 3). Then G is cyclic of order m, and x a 
faithful linear character of G. 
Proof: 
PC = fL(X) 
= 1, +x+ ... +xm-r (compare Proposition 1.8 ). 
Taking inner products with the principal character, we find that 
(xi, l,), =0 for i= 1, . . . . m- 1. 
Let ak = 1 {x E G 1 x(x) = w“} 1 for k = 1, . . . . m, w,here o = e2ni’m. Then 
m-1 
n+ 1 akwik=O 
k=l 
for i = 1, 2, . . . . m - 1. This implies that 
a, = . . . =a,-, =n; 
so IGI = 1 +(m- 1)n. 
On the other hand. 
IGI = fAn) 
= 1 +n+ ... +nm-l. 
These clearly entail n = 1. Since x is faithful and linear, G is cyclic, and 
IGI = m. 
Note that we did not use the fact that x is normalised in the above proof. 
Conjecture 7.2. Let L = (0) u L’, where L’ is a family of algebraic 
conjugates and 1 L’I > 2; let (G, x) be L-sharp. Then G is dihedral of twice 
odd prime order, and x is an irreducible character of degree 2. 
The converse of this conjecture is easily seen to be true. In the next 
result, we assemble some evidence for the conjecture. Perhaps the techni- 
ques used in Section 4 can be applied to it. 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Conjecture 7.2 is true under either of the following 
hypotheses: 
(i) n is coprime to fLz(n); 
(ii) IL’1 = 2. 
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Proof (i) Let (G, x) be L-sharp. There is a non-identity p-element g, for 
some prime p, such that x(g) # 0. For, if not, then the restriction of x to 
every Sylow subgroup P of G is a multiple of the regular character of P, 
whence 1 PI divides n. This implies that IGI divides n; so ICI = n and 
fL(n) = 1. ,An argument involving cyclotomic integers shows that this is 
impossible. 
It follows that, for the same prime p, fL(n) is a power of p. For L’ is 
contained in the field C@(e 2ni’@“) for some m; and there is a unique prime p 
for which this is true. Then if Q is a Sylow q-subgroup of G, for any prime 
q # p, thenjQl divides n. So the $-part of IGI = nfl(n) divides n, and the 
claim follows. 
Now assume hypothesis (i); that is, p[n. Then X(g)E L’ for any non- 
identity p-element g E G. So, if P is a Sylow p-subgroup, then (P, XI p) is of 
type L’, and in fact is L’-sharp. By Theorem 4.1, n = 2 and P is cyclic of 
order p, whence G is dihedral. 





G = 1 + a + 26 = n(n2 -m + s). (1) 
Since (x, 1 G)G = 0, we have 
n + rb = 0. (2) 
Let 0 be the Galois automorphism interchanging c( and fl. Then 
(xx”, l,), 20, so 
s 3 - n2/2b = w/2. (3) 
If we set 6 =x+x0, then (G, 0) has type (0, r}, and so 
IGI divides 2n(2n - r) (4) 
and in fact the division is proper, since 0 is reducible (Proposition 1.3). 
Thus 
n2-rn+s<2n-r. (5) 
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Using (3), n2 - + m < 2n - r, so 
(n - 2)(2n -r) d 0, 
Thus n = 2, since a linear character cannot take the value 0. Then 
(r,b)=(-2,1) or (-1,2). 
If (Y, 6) = - 2, 1 ), then 8 + s properly divides 12 and s 2 - 2; so s = - 2, 
IGI = 12, /3, c1= - 1 + &. But an element g with x(g) = CI is central, since 
6=1; so 
2=x(l)=Ix(g)l=& 1, 
which is absurd. 
If(r,b)=(-l,2),wefindthats=-l,(G(=lO,a,P=~(,l;;~l).Since 
(x, x)~ = 1, x is irreducible, and so G is non-abelian, G z D,,. 
Remark 7.4. The proof in case (i) shows that, under the hypothesis of 
Conjecture 7.2, fL,(n) is a prime power. However, the argument does not 
use the fact that (G, x) is normalised. Without this assumption, (Z,, 1 + 0) 
is sharp of type (0, 1 + i, 1 - i}, where 8 is a faithful linear character, and 
n = fL,(rz) = 2. 
PROBLEM 7.5. Find the L-sharp pairs for the following sets L: 
{ - 1,2}9 { -2, 1); 
I-1,0, 1,2,3}; 
(0) u L’, where L’ is a family of algebraic conjugates; 
{-1,0,2), { -1, 193). 
PROBLEM 7.6. For which sets L do infinitely many L-sharp pairs exist? 
Clearly {-l}, { -l,O} and { - 1, 0, 1) have this property; but we have 
seen many sets, for example, {--I, l}, {-l,O, 1,2), or {O,I} (If-l), 
which do not. 
8. MISCELLANEOUS REMARKS 
A natural extension of our initial situation is the following problem: 
Let G be a set of unitary n x n matrices. Suppose that, for all A r, A, E G 
with A, #A,, we have 
trace(A:A,) E L, 
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where L is a finite set of complex numbers. Find bounds for ICI in terms of 
n and L. 
This problem has already been studied from another point of view. If we 
regard n x n matrices as vectors in @“*, then the trace inner product used 
above is just the usual Hermitian inner product of vectors, so we are 
seeking sets of vectors of norm n with all inner products in the set L. Some 
bounds appear in Delsarte, Goethals, and Seidel [S]. We do not know 
whether, in general, the assumption that the matrices are unitary allows 
any improvement of the bounds. In one special case, no such improvement 
is possible: 
PROPOSITION 8.1. For any n, the space of n x n complex matrices has an 
orthogonal basis consisting of unitary matrices. 
Proof: First, suppose that n is a prime power, say n = pd. Let G be an 
extraspecial group of order p1 + ‘6 Then G has a faithful irreducible charac- 
ter x of degree p“ satisfying x(g) = 0 for all g 4 Z(G). (This character is 
sharp if p = 2.) Let T be a transversal for Z(G) in G; then 1 Tj = p2d and 
xk;‘g*)=O 
for g,, g, E T, g, # g,. So the matrices representing elements of T form the 
required basis. 
For composite n, take the Kronecker product of the above sets construc- 
ted for the prime power factors of n. 
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